REGALO FRIENDS

BATH COLLECTION

Whaliam
Shelldon

Rubberda
BLUE WHALE
BATH COLLECTION

Look for Whaliam Bath Products in the near future.

BATH SIDE
STEP AND KNEELER

BATH SAFETY
SPOUT COVER

BATH TUB
HAND RAIL

BATH
SLIP STOPPERS
SET OF 6
GREEN TURTLE
BATH COLLECTION

Look for Shelldon Bath Products in the near future.

BATH SIDE
STEP AND KNEELER

BATH SAFETY
SPOUT COVER

BATH TUB
HAND RAIL

BATH SLIP STOPPERS
SET OF 6

regalo-baby.com
YELLOW DUCK
BATH COLLECTION

Look for Rubberda Bath Products in the near future.

BATH SIDE
STEP AND KNEELER

BATH SAFETY
SPOUT COVER

BATH TUB
HAND RAIL

BATH SLIP STOPPERS
SET OF 6
Contact Regalo for questions. If in doubt about the use of your Travel Tray, call our customer care line at 866-272-2574.

Regalo International, LLC
3200 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 100
Burnsville, MN 55306-9803, USA

Made in China
Key Features and Product Use
Read and follow all instructions carefully to ensure proper use of your Travel Tray. During travel, always make sure the Travel Tray is securely attached to the seat belt or car seat before using. The safety of your child is your responsibility. Please keep these instructions for your reference. This product is NOT a safety or restraint device. It is not meant to hold or secure your child in place.

Things to know:
- Food Tray makes for easy eating and snacking while on-the-go or at home.
- Green Food Tray Insert is removable, creating a flat activity surface for fun and play.
- Use left and right snack cup compartments for snacks, drinks, or toys.
- Snack Cup Covers are removable.
- Green Food Tray Insert and Snack Cup Covers are dishwasher safe.
- Adjustable straps are easy to use, convert in to a carry strap, and removable.

To Use in Travel: Place Travel Tray on child's lap. Using the clip's located at the end of each strap, lock clip to the fabric of a car seat or plane seat belt. For a more secure and stable fit, adjust straps to pull out loose slack.

To Use at Home or Restaurant: Remove straps attached to each side of the Travel Tray and place on a flat surface.

To Use the Activity Surface: Lift and pull up on the Green Food Tray Insert to detach from the main body of Travel Tray. Once the Food Tray Insert pop's off, you will now have a flat activity surface.

To Use Shoulder Strap: Join the two loose ends of the straps by pressing the velcro patches together.

To Clean: Remove Green Tray Food Insert and round Snack Cup Covers from main body of Travel Tray. Place Green Food Tray Insert and round Snack Cup Covers in dishwasher. Top rack only. Wipe clean activity surface with damp cloth. Air-dry. NOTE: Only Green Food Tray Insert and Snack Cup Covers are dishwasher safe.

⚠️WARNING:
- This product is intended for children over 24 months of age.
- This product is NOT a safety or restraint device. It is not meant to hold or secure your child in place.
- Check the Travel Tray regularly to ensure there are no broken parts.
- Cut all plastic attachments and discard the pieces before first use.
- Do not leave child unattended while using this product.